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‘Feeling the wind pass through me’  Paper Doll Portrait #24  By Diana Durrand 
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I was very pleased and honoured to be 
asked to submit an image for the     
Newsletter cover. 
 

On January 27th 2020 my Dad passed 
away at 95. We had been living with him 
for ten years, first as companions and 
eventually as full time caregivers. What a 
privilege it has been for our whole family. 
Dad was always one of my biggest art 
supporters and fans, never missing an 
opening. Avoiding COVID was probably a 
blessing. I think often of the elderly 
tucked away for safety, feeling isolated 

and alone. 
 

Before COVID hit I had started working on my Paper Doll Portraits  -       
Second Skin series.  Some of the titles – ‘When timing is everything’, 
'Feeling calm in the eye of the storm’ and ‘Finding balance if only for a  
moment’ – seem to have foreshadowed events in my life. 
 

The Paper Dolls theme evokes memories of my childhood, and the many 
hours spent happily playing with the cardboard cut-outs. As well, I’ve      
always had a love of fabric design. Layering those concepts has allowed me 
to create portraits that are sometimes humorous, insightful and hopefully 
thought provoking. As a mixed media artist, constantly experimenting with 
different materials, I hope I have succeeded in challenging conventions 
while blissfully indulging in colour, pattern and beauty.   
 

If this image brings you some joy in these difficult times, I will be happy.   
 

The portraits vary in size from 12” to 48”.  I am grateful to Susan Kostiuk, 
owner of the new Excellent Framework Gallery on Kenneth Street, for so 
beautifully displaying the paintings.  If you would like to see more you can 
go to my website at www.dianadurrand.com and dianadurrandart on      
Instagram. 
 

Keep well everyone. 

Diana Durrand 

Artist Spotlight  Cowichan Family 

Caregivers Support 

Society 

NEW Address:  

1843 Tzouhalem Road  

Duncan BC,  

V9L 5L6 

250-597-0886 

www.familycaregiverssupport.org 

Our mission is to 

acknowledge, 

appreciate and support 

people in their 

caregiving roles, to 

alleviate their stress, to 

improve their quality of 

life, and to raise 

awareness of caregiving 

through education and 

advocacy for all 

caregivers. 

Donations Welcome! 

Please consider making a 
donation that will help us 
maintain and expand our 

services to assist in 
supporting caregivers in the 
Cowichan Valley. Make your 

cheque payable to  
Cowichan Family Caregivers 

Support Society.  

Donate online at:  
www.familycaregiverssupport.org 

http://www.dianadurrand.com
https://www.facebook.com/cfcss
http://www.familycaregiverssupport.org
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Dear Reader, 
 

The Covid-19 outbreak continues to impact the lives of 
caregivers and now, more than ever, we need to support 
one another.  Cowichan Family Caregivers Support 
Society (CFCSS) is here for you during this      
challenging time, please reach out to us.  Through 
one-on-one support, our facilitators can help caregivers 
with emotional support, navigating the health care        
system, and finding additional community resources to 
help them find the energy needed to continue caregiving. 
At the time of printing this newsletter we are running      
in-person and virtual support groups where caregivers 
can connect with others who understand what they are 
going through.  We have an article in this newsletter that 
highlights the value of peer support and a beautiful     
message about Wellness in the Natural World.  

In this edition of our newsletter you will meet a woman 
named Kathy and her family who have created funny,     
educational and inspiring videos on the internet about 
their journey with early onset dementia.  You will also 
read an honest and heart-felt caregiver reflection by 
Louise. Unfortunately, during Covid-19 we have seen a 
rise in scams aimed at older adults so please learn more 
about how to protect yourself in the article on page 8.  We 
also have information to share about free courses being offered by the Canada Revenue Agency and a  
local resource called Hibou that is being offered for free at this time. 

Over 1 million people provide unpaid care for adult family members and friends in British Columbia. 
In many cases, Covid-19 has increased the isolation of family caregivers who are providing essential 
support to their loved ones in our community. 

You are not alone. CFCSS acknowledges and appreciates the efforts of caregivers    
during the Covid-19 crisis.               

Our services are still here to support 
you through this time. 

 

Sincerely, 

  
 
 
 

Sara Ferrario, BSW 

Executive Director 

The health, safety and well-being of our employees, volun-

teers and caregivers is our top priority and we are following 

the recommendations of Canadian health officials.  Please 

call us to discuss your needs and we will work with you to 

develop a safe way to provide support.  

Please email us with any questions or check our website’s 

“News” tab and Facebook page for updates. 

Email: sara@familycaregiverssupport.org   

Phone: 250-597-0886 

Website: http://familycaregiverssupport.org/wp/news/                

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cfcss/  

http://familycaregiverssupport.org/wp/news/
https://www.facebook.com/cfcss/
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The Kathy Project  

Kathy Collins was a successful entrepreneur, running 

an art store and the Calgary school of art, when she 

developed early onset Alzheimer’s at 56 years young.  

Unable to continue with life in the same way, she 

moved with her sister Jean to live with their parents 

on Vancouver Island. 

When the infamous virus entered all of our realities, 

these two, now living in their parent’s basement, got 

creative and decided to have some fun.  They started 

making short, daily TikTok videos to connect with 

others and share insights about living with Alzheimer’s.   

Their videos are light hearted in nature; often with a laughter-filled look at day to day life.  Alongside this they 

also dip into moments of loss and fear. With ‘Jeannie behind the camera’ asking questions, Kathy responds with 

vignettes of her approach to life.  Others such as Kathy’s adult ‘kids’, the sister’s parents and some friends also 

get involved in clips (photo here is Kathy and Lea). 

In one video Kathy shares how the worst part of having Alzheimer’s is not being able to drive. Yet, the best part 

is she can re-watch movies all day and keep enjoying them! 

A question they are often asked by followers is – Is Kathy scared?  Early in the videos Kathy responds with: “I’m 

not scared. For me it’s like a little sliver of my brain dies, but I’m still alive and I’m able to be happy and joyous in 

my life!”. 

Kathy reflects back on how, when she was first diagnosed, her most prevalent emotion was being frightened. 

Now she is often filled with happiness.  One way Kathy brings meaning and joy into her life is by keeping active 

and stimulated with art. Her artistic interest emerged after her diagnosis. Kathy’s desk is set up overlooking the 

ocean where she works on Mandalas daily.  Windowsills are filled with the colourful designs she has completed. 

Kathy has done extensive research into Alzheimer’s and has great clarity and insight about the changes she is 

going through. More recently she shares about being scared with the sense of losing herself.  Her sister Jeannie 

promises, “I won’t let you forget who you are”. 

The Kathy Project TikTok videos have become so popular that their followers have grown to over 87,000.  Peo-

ple are enjoying them so much; some followers are saying they want to move into the basement with Kathy and 

Jean. The sister’s parents are not for this idea �   

These stories are inspiring others and this in turn buoys up Kathy, her kids, Jean and their parents.  Treat your-

self to get to know them a little better (and perhaps get to know yourself a little better in the process).  You 

don’t need a TikTok account to view their page. 

Their link:  https://www.tiktok.com/@thekathyproject 

Written by Lynne Woollam, Caregiver Support Lead, after enjoying some of the videos and with permission from 

Kathy and Jean 

Kathy and her ‘kid’ Lea 

https://www.tiktok.com/@thekathyproject
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The Value of Peer Support 

DECEMBER 1, 2017  By Wendy Johnstone 

“New to the caregiver support group, I was so nervous and skeptical 
about attending. My doctor suggested I give it a try. They were all 
strangers to me; I wasn’t sure if I wanted to open up about my wife’s 
disease. As I walked to my car after the meeting, I felt a big weight lift-

ed from my shoulders. The difference: even though my role as a caregiver was unchanged; I knew I 
wasn’t alone anymore. I came as a stranger, but I left feeling like I was part of a family.” 

There are many different perspectives about what is most important to people providing care, 
ranging from training, support, education, counselling and so forth. Often, the value of peer sup-
port is overlooked. Caregivers seek peer support at different stages in their caregiving role. Often 
linked with positive long-term health and wellness, research shows that when family caregivers 
participate in peer support, there is an overall improvement in health, and decreased feelings of 
isolation and depression. 

Peer support provides caregivers dedicated time and space to be with other caregivers dealing 
with similar issues, a place to receive and give support and a safe place to vent. Support groups 
allow caregivers to focus on their needs, not just the needs of the care recipient. It aligns with the 
philosophy when the oxygen mask drops in an airplane cabin. We always put on our own mask 
first before helping the person who needs us. 

Caregivers who attend support groups will tell you it isn’t all “airy fairy” talk about feelings. Sup-
port groups are invaluable places to hear specific tips on navigating the system and how adjusting 
one’s approach can be a game changer. Participants often say they truly listen to another’s per-
spective or ideas because “they get it.” 

Peer support emphasizes preventing caregiver burnout and the idea that family caregivers can di-
rectly impact the well being of the person they are caring for. It’s common for family caregivers 
and their care recipients to have differing perspectives; having a group of people who understand 
what you are going through is priceless. 

Family Caregivers of BC is a registered non-profit dedicated 100% to supporting family caregivers.  

 Find more information at: https://www.familycaregiversbc.ca/  

This article can be found at: https://www.familycaregiversbc.ca/emotions-of-caregiving/the-value-

of-peer-support/  

Important Notice:  
Cowichan Caregiver Support Groups spaces are AVAILABLE NOW.  

Currently we are offering online and micro in-person Caregiver Support Groups.  

Having a group of people who understand what you are going through                           
is more important now than ever! 

Please call 250-597-0886 if you are interested in trying a group.  
We will be monitoring Covid-19 regulations and will adapt Support Groups as required for safety. 

http://www.familycaregiversbc.ca
https://www.familycaregiversbc.ca/emotions-of-caregiving/the-value-of-peer-support/
https://www.familycaregiversbc.ca/emotions-of-caregiving/the-value-of-peer-support/
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 Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) Webinars for Family Caregivers: 

As a family caregiver for an individual with a physical or mental impairment there may be benefits and tax credits 
available to you! Join our webinar to obtain more information about the following topics: 

NEW - Canada Recovery Caregiving Benefit (CRCB) – Learn about this new funding program for family caregivers of 
people impacted by COVID-19. Very timely information! 

Canada Caregiver Credit – The Canada Caregiver Credit (CCC) is a non-refundable tax credit you may be able to claim 
if you are taking care of an individual who has a physical or mental impairment. This may include the following indi-
viduals, if they depend on you for support of the basic necessities of life (such as food, shelter and/or clothing), your 
spouse or common-law partner, your or your spouse’s or common-law partner’s child, grandchild, parent, grandpar-
ent, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, niece or nephew (if they were a resident of Canada at any time in the year). Find out 
if your eligible to claim this credit. 

Medical Expenses – As a caregiver which medical expenses can you claim? 

Slam the Scam – Help protect yourself and others against fraud - Taxpayers should be vigilant when they receive, 
either by telephone, mail, text message or email, a fraudulent communication that claims to be from the Canada 
Revenue Agency (CRA) requesting personal information such as a social insurance number, credit card number, bank 
account number, or passport number. 

Each webinar is hosted LIVE . Please register for the specific date you plan to attend – click on the corresponding 
link below. 
November 10, 2020 10:00am – https://canada.webex.com/canada/onstage/g.php?MTID=e7863a74945e98e5d936ef304265b5128 

November 17, 2020 1:30pm – https://canada.webex.com/canada/onstage/g.php?MTID=ee06ebd2e10d901d0c84465cbf12145a3 

November 24, 2020 1:30pm – https://canada.webex.com/canada/onstage/g.php?MTID=e8f7dabc75c128cd65b9a05470406472d 

https://canada.webex.com/canada/onstage/g.php?MTID=e7863a74945e98e5d936ef304265b5128
https://canada.webex.com/canada/onstage/g.php?MTID=ee06ebd2e10d901d0c84465cbf12145a3
https://canada.webex.com/canada/onstage/g.php?MTID=e8f7dabc75c128cd65b9a05470406472d
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Caregiver Reflections  

It is a real gift when stories are shared caregiver to caregiver. Though each experience is unique, most often 
caregivers discover they have a great deal of common connection and understanding. Thank you Louise for 
helping strengthen caregiver connections by sharing some of your insights with caregivers throughout the 
Cowichan Valley.  

Amanda Marchand, Caregiver Support Lead  

This month our Caregiver Reflection is written by Louise 
 

Could you please share a little bit about yourself, including whom you 
were caregiving and your relationship to them? 
 

I’m a caregiver to both my parents: my Mom, who is 82 and independent 

(though she has several comorbidities that make her very vulnerable to illness), and my father, John, who is 

89 and lives in dementia care. My relationships with my parents are really complex: my father was abusive 

until he kicked my mother and the three of us children out; my mother made enormous sacrifices to raise us 

the best she could. There must be other people out there like me: caring for a person (like my father) they 

don’t really like, but feel a filial obligation towards, as well as one to whom they are unbelievably close and 

indebted. I really and honestly don’t know if it’s easier or harder to care for a person you love and watch 

them suffer and change, or to care for a person whose sole goal in life has always seemed to be to put    

others down in order to feel better about himself.  I would guess that the heartbreak and stress levels are 

roughly equal, and that each situation brings its own burdens. 

How has your caregiving role evolved over time? 
 

One of the gifts of the complexity and difficulty of caring for two people like John and my mother is the  

teachings they have brought me. From my father I have learned that a network of friends who are mutually 

supportive is more important than any money. From my mother, I’ve learned the importance of treating all 

people (including all your children) equally—for the sake of those you love and treasure most.  

But from both of them I have learned the importance of clear boundaries. This has been the biggest change 

in my caregiving over time, and it has been a necessary change. Rather than dropping everything and run-

ning to whatever emergency has arisen, I now stop and ask whether it’s really an emergency, and whether 

perhaps someone else could look after it. Both my parents have access to finances, and in some cases I’ve 

requested that they hire someone to do the work I had been doing. To be fair, it’s not really “requested” in 

either case. With my mother I merely hinted or suggested, and she understood the fact that my suggestion 

meant that she kept a bit more of her independence. With my father, I simply insisted. This lifted an       

enormous emotional and physical burden, and it’s a lesson I’ve managed to leverage in other areas of my 

life as well. 

What do you think of when you hear the words: self-care? 
 

To be quite honest, I think of “another job to do.” I think often those words are used, by both professionals 

and by friends and family, out of a desire to support, but nearly as often they can be perceived as a weapon: 

“if only you looked after yourself, you wouldn’t be so tired.” “If only you did proper self-care, you wouldn’t be 

so stressed.” One of the things that people supporting caregivers need to know is that at times self-care, 

even in the sense of getting enough sleep, isn’t possible if you’re in the midst of a complex caregiving       

situation and working full time and have a family.  

Louise’s Caregiver Reflection continues on page 11 
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Scam Alert!   
During the pandemic please be cautious of potential COVID-19 scams and other cyber threats involving    

websites, emails, texts and telephone calls. Protect yourself, beware of:  

• Questionable third-party companies offer to help you fill out applications, such as CERB 

• Criminals using your identity to sign-up for CERB and receive payments 

• Spoofed government, healthcare or research information  

• Unsolicited calls, emails and texts requesting urgent action or payment and/or offering medical advice, 

financial relief, or government assistance and compensation - If you didn’t initiate contact, you don’t 

know who you’re communicating with - Never respond or click on suspicious links and attachments -   

Never give out your personal or financial details  

• Unauthorized or fraudulent charities requesting money for victims, products or research - Don’t be     

pressured into making a donation - Verify that a charity is registered  

• High-priced or low-quality products purchased in bulk by consumers and resold for profit - These items 

may be expired and/or dangerous to your health  

• Questionable offers, such as: - miracle cures - herbal remedies - vaccinations - faster testing 

• Fake and deceptive online ads, including: - cleaning products - hand sanitizers - other items in high          

demand 

The Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre is noting an increase in telephone calls where fraudsters claim that your    

Social Insurance Number (SIN) has been blocked, compromised or suspended. Fraudsters may add that this is 

due to your SIN being linked to fraudulent or criminal activity. If you receive these calls and provide your SIN 

and other personal and financial information (DOB, name, address, account balances etc) you are at risk for 

identity fraud. Some fraudsters may also press or trick you into withdrawing and depositing your money into 

a safe account where it cannot be frozen or seized during their investigation. None of the information they 

provide is true. These fraudsters are mostly pretending to be calling from government agencies. Some      

popular examples include: Service Canada, Department of Justice, Canada Revenue Agency, Government of 

Canada and RCMP. As well, the fraudsters are manipulating the caller ID to display phone numbers starting 

with your area code or the legitimate phone number of these agencies.  

• Do not assume that phone numbers appearing on your call display are accurate  

• No government agency will contact you and tell you that your SIN is blocked  

How To Protect Yourself  

• Never provide personal information over the phone to an unknown caller  

• If you provide personal information, contact Equifax and Trans Union to place 
fraud alerts on your accounts Report Fraud If you think you or someone you know 
has been a victim of fraud, please contact the Canadian AntiFraud Centre at 1-888-
495-8501 or report online at www.antifraudcentre.ca   

http://www.antifraudcentre.ca/?fbclid=IwAR2x5Bhw6gAYDjnq2KSKVIkdtJNvEQUpfsJT8yp0wyYjjok8wa3UUYSDOKo
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Wellness and the Natural World – part one – Tree Breathing 

By Sage Goode, Caregiver Support Group Facilitator 

Being a caregiver can be stressful work.  Sometimes it can feel like 
we never get time off.  We all know that our own well being is    
critical to the well being of the person we are caring for.  It can be 
tough to remember it, but taking care of ourselves needs to be a 
high priority. 

Take care of yourself by connecting to Nature 

The natural world is all around us and offers so much to our lives.   

The air, the sunlight, the rivers and ocean, the trees, the birds and 
the animals ... the whole amazing world is right outside your door. 

Even if all you have is 2 minutes to yourself, there is an opportunity 
to connect with the natural world, and receive some healing and 
soothing.  Step outside and look at any tree that you can see from 
your front steps.  Take a few moments to really look at it.  Notice 
the colours, and how it has changed as the season has changed.   
Appreciate the shape of the branches, and the texture of the bark. 

Imagine that when you take a deep full breath you are inhaling the oxygen that your tree has released 
into the atmosphere.  Breathe in this gift from the tree. 

And as you exhale, visualize the carbon dioxide that you release flowing right to the tree.  Send your 
breath as a gift to the tree. 

Inhale and exhale, with the tree.  Take a few deep, full breaths, with your tree. 

Feel how you are connected, through breath.  You may feel yourself calming ... just a little ... and 
settling into your body.   

Breathing with the tree can take  you out of your head, and help you to return to being fully present in 
your body.  Breathing with the tree can help some of that stress to drop away ... even if just for a      
moment. 

After a few minutes of Tree Breathing, return to your daily life.  See if you can remember that you and 
the tree are breathing together, even when you are not looking at the tree.  You and your tree are con-
nected. 

Try this exercise a few times, and see if Tree Breathing can help you to calm and soothe your busy 
thoughts, and reduce the stress in your nervous system. 

If it does work for you, then add it into your life.  Make it a habit, just like brushing your teeth! 

And don’t worry if the tree-breathing doesn’t work for you – there are lots of other ways to be connect-
ed to the natural world - lots of ways to receive the benefits of this connection.  We will talk about 
some other techniques in future newsletters. 

The natural world can offer us support and healing.  It can help us to become more resilient.  All we 

need to do is turn our attention toward the world of nature.   

Turn to nature ... and breathe.  Inhale.  Exhale.  Return to connection. 
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Cowichan Seniors and HIBOU Wellness 

In the fall of 2019, the Cowichan Seniors Community Foundation was approached by the        

HIBOU Wellness Team to offer a software program to seniors meant to assist them in their 

efforts to continue to live at home safely.  This program was offered at no cost to participants.  

The Cowichan Seniors Community Foundation is thrilled that HIBOU Wellness has offered to 

extend this program for another year to our clients in the Cowichan Region. 

How does the program work? The service provides automated, daily well-checks to clients. This 

system works on both landlines and smart phones, allowing folks with varying levels of       

technological ability to participate. Individuals living alone are provided a daily phone call that 

asks them to perform an action to indicate they are okay. They are provided 3 reminders phone 

calls. After the third reminder, Hibou will alert Circle members, who are family and friends of 

the client, that their family member has missed their Check-In so they can provide appropriate 

follow-up.  The Hibou Wellness software was designed to support Aging in place. Daily wellness 

checks, along with other supports have been shown to provide seniors the ability to stay in 

their home for longer with greater satisfaction.  

There is also the HibouMe which is an Activity tracker. It is designed to increase community 

participation by reducing fear and risk. If a senior chose to go for a walk, they can activate their 

timer. If their timer runs out or they push the Help Button, their Circle members will be notified 

and provided their GPS location. Seniors are provided the confidence to participate with the 

support of Hibou. Though there is a small one-time cost for the tracker, the HIBOU Wellness 

team has provided the Cowichan Seniors Community Foundation a number of units free of 

charge for us to share with interested clients. 

If you are interested in learning more about this initiative, please contact the Cowichan Seniors 

Community Foundation at 250-715-6481 or cscfoundation@shaw.ca  

Local Resource 

 Did you know the Cowichan Family Caregivers Support Society 
is a Registered Charity? 

Donate online with Canada Helps at: 

 https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/

cowichan-family-caregivers-support-society/ 

mailto:cscfoundation@shaw.ca
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/cowichan-family-caregivers-support-society/
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/cowichan-family-caregivers-support-society/
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Caregiver Reflections 

Louise’s Caregiver Reflection continued from Page 7 

What kind of self-care did you find essential while caregiving? 

I rarely know what people mean when they say “self-care.” Do they mean shower regularly and attend to 
dental hygiene? Those things are essential if you’re also working full time. They’re not self-care; they’re 
necessary and another job to do. Do they mean attending to other relationships apart from 
the one(s) in which you’re a caregiver? Sometimes there just isn’t time, and thus this      
becomes another load of guilt to carry. I wonder if perhaps rather than asking a caregiver 
to do more, we need to think of ways in which we can support the people in our lives who 
are on the front lines of caregiving—the way that associations like Cowichan Family   
Caregivers do. As a culture, we need not only to support our elders, but also to support 
those who support them.   
 

How did you navigate boundaries or your personal limits in your caregiving role? 
 

Firmly. ;) 
 

What was the gift (or what was rewarding) in the caregiving journey for you? 
 

As I’ve said above, the lessons learned. I have a lot of compassion for both my parents: 
even my father has good reasons for the way he is. Nevertheless, it’s my responsibility to 
walk my own path with integrity, which means setting limits to what I will and won’t do.  
 
I think it’s all too easy for those of us in caregiving roles to believe that we’re victims, and 
cling to that identity. We’re not indispensable, just like we’re not invulnerable. But we are 
irreplaceable. So if I can return to a previous question for a moment, the best form of self-
care, for me, was in setting boundaries.  
 

Do you have a piece of hard-won wisdom you’d like to share with other caregivers? 
 

Boundaries. Even with people you’re close to and love. And then accept the challenge and 
responsibility of maintaining them. Even with people you’re close to and love. It’s harder to maintain 
boundaries with my Mom because of our closeness, and because I would do nearly anything for her. But if 
I lose those boundaries, I become a victim, which places my mother in the position of aggressor, or bully, 
or abuser—none of which are even remotely reasonable titles for her. She is strong, resilient, and in most 
things very wise. I don’t ever want to feel differently about her than that.  
 

And as for John, well, those boundaries are just about self-protection. Because he absolutely is aggres-
sive, a bully, and an abuser. But if I am to live with integrity, I also need to acknowledge that for me, this 
means some level of filial responsibility. 
 

That said, I would say to anyone in a similar situation that their own integrity might mean that they do not 
feel that filial obligation. One of my brothers will not even speak about my father, let alone to him—and that 
is a position I absolutely honour. 
 

What did you find useful when accessing support from Cowichan Family Caregivers? 
 

The affirmation that this is, indeed, a complex situation, and that these are, indeed, difficult issues was  
perhaps a kind of support that in some ways saved my life. I feel like what I have written here will strike 
many people as harsh, and I’m sorry for that. I’m hoping, though, that perhaps someone will read it and 
see in the story their own struggles and troubles, and find that same affirmation: that love is in action, not 
necessarily in feeling. That you don’t have to like the person you are assisting in order for that assistance 
to be valuable. That if you feel that you’ve been left to deal with something on your own because of family 
dynamics, there’s a good chance you’re right. And you’re a hero. We all are. 
 
 

Thank you Louise for generously sharing your experience and wisdom with us. 
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Board of Directors  

Dan Vaillancourt, President  

Robert Weston, Vice-President  

Tracy Taylor, Secretary  

Jim Dakin, Treasurer  

Phil Devitt  

Denise Brownlee 
 

Staff  

Sara Ferrario, Executive Director 

Amanda Marchand,  Caregiver 

Support Lead 

Lynne Woollam, Caregiver 

Support Lead 

Sage Goode, Support Group 

Facilitator 

Caregiver Support Groups 

We will be monitoring Covid-19 

regulations and will adapt Support 

Groups as required for safety. 

Duncan  

In-person Support Groups on 

Mondays, Wednesdays and 

Thursdays  

Ladysmith  

In-person Support Group resuming 

soon. 

Online/Phone Support Group 

Tuesdays (Instructions and tech 

support provided!) 

To attend a support group, or for 

more information call 250-597-0886. 

Email us at: 

sara@familycaregiverssupport.org 

Thank You to our Funders: 

We acknowledge the financial support of the following: 

• Island Health 

• BC Gaming 

• Chemainus Healthcare Foundation 

• Ladysmith Healthcare Auxiliary 

• United Way of the Central and Northern 
Vancouver Island 

• United Way of the Lower Mainland 

• Ernest and Frances Hudson Family Fund  
 

Our funders allow us to support our mission to 

acknowledge, appreciate and support people in their caregiving role, to 

alleviate stress, and to advocate for the rights of caregivers.  

Cowichan Family Caregivers Support Society's Family & Friend Caregiver 

Supports Program is funded by the Government of BC and managed by 

the United Way.  

Planned Giving 

A portion of your estate can be 
directed as a gift to benefit and 
support a charity organization.   

There may be significant tax 
benefits to your estate for such 
gifts.   
 

With a planned gift to the  
Cowichan Family Caregivers 
you can leave a legacy to       
improve the quality of life for 
other caregivers.   

For more information please 
call our office at: 250-597-0886 


